“THE COMMITTEE OF MAKING NAGANO
AS NO.1 PROSPEROUS PREFECTURE”
LET’S JOIN US AND MAKE NAGANO NO.1 VIGOROUSE PREFECTURE, for
your family and young workers!
Yes, we can do it! Let’s join us.
I am sure that we can do it. When we get together and do our best, the
business in Nagano will improve soon.
*******************************************************************************************
The ordinary Japanese work half a day for the government employees, then they
work the other day for themselves.
Comparison of the average annual income between government employees and
the employees working in the private company:
Government employees, (See: 2006 MIC data)
Private company employees
(See: the National Tax Administration Agency)
Difference

7 million yen
4.3 million yen
about 3 million yen

The Japanese are taxed a half amount of their salary, then the government
employees who earn higher salary, about double, than the ordinary Japanese,
then they live on luxury.
To cut the government employees’ salaries about a half of current one enables to
save 12 trillion yen a year.
Since economy in Japan is failed, the government employees’ salary must be
the same level of the ordinary Japanese employees’ one. If so, 3 million yen
per head x 4 million government employees = 12 trillion yen can save. Saved
12 trillion yen can be allocated to another budget.
I strongly push Shigemori Nagamori as the prime minister in Japan!
Choose Shigenobu Nagamori as the Prime Minister of Japan
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* The Japanese government dose not does anything against the serious
financial crises
* Waste taxpayers’ precious money like water
* The Japanese government says “need much money for pension and welfare!”,
then, they increase tax.
As a last resort, we must pay 1 trillion yen to Mr. Shigenobu Nagamori. He is the
only person we can ask for managing “Japan Corporation” in this situation.
It
is not the high salary comparing with the running cost of the organizations
founded for the retired government officials appointed to an important post in an
industry controlled by their former ministry. Its habits have the harmful
influence on the long term finance. About 40 trillion yen a year have been
spent for those organizations.
******************************************************************************************
Yukinari Komamura
Simplified personal history :
11 February 1956
Born
March 1977
Graduated from Taisho University
Profession
Company Executive
*******************************************************************************************
REMODELLING JAPAN
Rebuilding of economy
・Cut the government employees’ salaries. Must be as same level as ordinary
Japanese employees’ salaries
・ Abolish the organizations such as the government-affiliated
corporations(TOKUSHU
HOJIN),
the
independent
administrative
corporations(DOKURITSU
GYOUSEI
HOJIN)
and
the
public
corporations(KOEKI HOJIN) for the retired government officials.
・Cut half of the lawmakers
・The government deceives the issue of deficit.
without warranty.

The government issues bonds

.・Why the government pays bonus to their employees even the Japanese
finance is in red.
・ Abolish retirement money because they will get the pension. Why the
government pays 50 million, 60 million yen for the retirement money even the
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government finance collapsed.
・Allocate the budget to the local governments, and entrust the authority to the
local governments.
・Abolish renewal system of the teacher’s license which causes heavy burden to
the teachers on the actual work. The system of layman’s judge also wastes the
money.
REBUILDING OF THE SPIRIT
・Revive the Imperial Rescript on education
・Teach the Analects of Confucius everyday
・Have a feeling of thankfulness. Practice farming.
・Eliminate vicious TV and Internet program
REBUILDING OF THE RISK MANAGEMENT
・Disperse the centered political power into the local governments. Move the
capital to the following district such as Kyushu, Shikoku, San-in, Osaka, Kyoto,
Chubu, Kinki, Tohoku, Hokkaido. It means that the Capital can be moved
anytime in case of in an emergency by using network system.
・We can not get out of the global warming. The specific three risks are
GROUND SINKING, LACK OF WATER and TEMPARATURE RISE. In order to
avoid them, we must invest the money and develop the towns about 10 places
nationwide.
・We need to expedite the plan of laying the Shinkansen and the highway widely
in Hokkaido even though the Brown Bear issue is subjected in the view of
ecocide.
・Pay 10 trillion yen to US to build up the nation’s defense to the maximum,
especially to the local districts such as HOKKAIDO, TOHOKU and so on.
・Replace the current media cables to the super-conductive cables for the global
warming.

HOW AND WHAT WE SHOULD DO TO PURSUE ECONOMIC GROWTH, AND
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REFORM THE POLITICAL ISSUES IN NAGANO?
Fortunately, Nagano can be better simply. Why? Because politicians so far in
Nagano were so called ” former bureaucrats” or ” the second-generation
politicians who know nothing of the world”. They do for themselves, but for the
people of Nagano. Niigata is the just opposite. We appreciate the efforts of
former politicians in Nagano? We need a little effort to get Nagano be better.
A little effort?
Changing the politics in Nagano makes Nagano better, moreover, the change
improves economy in Japan in a short time.
About recent issue “5.4 trillion yen, the funding for specific road projects”
The government says “How to make up the loss of 2.6 trillion yen of the
provisional tax”. It should be abolished. Because it is ” provisional“. Even
though the soaring price of crude pushes up all price, Japan says “rise prices!”
It’s joking! The idiot Murai, the governor of Nagano, said that the tax should be
continued. The peoples of Nagano are not the beggar.
The idiot prime minister says good things to the Democratic Party, but he asks
them in return “how to cover the deficit.
When a half of 24000 public corporations for the retired government officials and
relevant institutions will be abolished, or cut their salaries in half, 20 trillion yen
will be made immediately.
Squeezed 20 trillion yen should be distrituted to:
USE
Fund for revitalizing local economy
(every prefecture)
Addition to the elderly welfare
Aid for the descendants from North Korea
Pay off Osaka’s loan
“Be Hokkaido capital” fund for
risk management against global warming

AMOUNT (yen)
2000 billion
4 trillion
1 trillion
1 trillion
1 trillion
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Private laboratories studying global warming,
electric car manufacturing companies
and construction companies

4 trillion

The government employees’ annual income
The number of the government employees is 950 thousand of national
government and 3.04 million of local. In accordance with The Ministry of Public
Management, the average annual income of the government employees is 7
million yen. The average annual income of employees in bankrupted Yubari is
4.3 million yen! It is almost same amount as the private companies’. I am
envious with their conditions. In short, as Japan is in the same conditions in
finance as Yubari, the salary of the government employees must be 4 million
yen.
The measures which I plan will bear the 12 trillion yen(300 million yen salary
400 million government employees).
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Their salaries are paid by our tax. We can allocate 12 trillion in addition to the
budget. They do not concern with bankruptcy. Even worse they are taking
vacation. (See: http://www.soumu.go.jp/jinji/jinji_02a.html)
However, above figure exclude the controversial government-affiliated
corporation (TOKUSHU HOJIN) . It will be the horrible outcome when the
corporations are considered in the calculation. If we can squeeze their high
salaries, 2000 billion yen each to the every prefecture can be allocated as the
budget that makes the local vital in the welfare for elderly, roads construction and
nursing.
LOCAL CAN BE BETTER. IT IS NOT A DREAM
I am not happy with the current system that makes the people working in the
government enjoy their comfortable conditions. I am rather beside myself with
anger.
Are we a slave of the government? The salary disparity between government
employees and the employees in the private companies causes social disparity.
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We can manage the finance without consumption tax rise
They, both bureaucrats and lawmakers are idiot
They spend 2000 trillion yen for their official residence
They neglect our critical living conditions. It is awful!
We do not ask them difficult things.
If the government is the ordinal private company, what they should do? We
know what we must to do. Primary things to do are to cut the board members,
and cut employees then cut salary. Just do the proper things to do. It is easy.
The government doesn’t do anything properly.
THE BIGGEST ISSUE
The government decides their salary for themselves. They say that the national
personnel authority makes it. But it is just the formality. Such a tricky system
must be abolished. We want that real revolution to begin after that. We can not
entrust our precious money to them who can do nothing!
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2008/12/19
How to get the business conditions well.

THE AMERICAN ECONOMY AS WELL AS ECONOMY IN JAPAN WILL BE WELL!
The collapse of America’s bubble economy is the gift from God. When the car industry in
US will be restored, its economy will be the top of the world again.
Forget the past! Through the existing cars away!
U.S. should submit the following bills to restrict the use of car and sale or U.S President
enforces the U.S. Congress to approve the emergency bill.
1. Within 5 years, replace the present cars into the hybrid ones and ban the
driving cars without electric ones.
2. Within 10 years, prohibit the sale of cars and driving cars without electric
cars
Then the new cars will be tremendously sold while U.S. President is sleeping. In
addition, the measures will resolve the global warming issue.
For that purpose, Japan as an ally must finance 1000 trillion yen immediately to U.S.
car industry. Prime Minister Aso can do that soon without any consideration.
We can do it!

